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CSUSB carves a n oasis
Melina Perez
Staff Writer

Overall, this campus has
the lowest crime activities
compared to other campuses.

------

Going
green
in the
desert
Felece Deduyo
Staff Writer

an Bernardino was
ranked the 24th most
he new $14.5 million
dangerous city out of
CSUSB Palm Desert
371 cites throughout the United
Campus (PDC) Health
States in 2006, according to MorSciences Building is due to be comgan Quitno, a publisher of state and
pleted next month, according to
city rankings publications.
PDC Public Affairs Specialist Mike
The rankings are based on a
Singer.
compilati~n of FBI crime statistics
All the materials being used
that are published annually.
are recyclable, right down to the
As of Feb. 2008, citywide
blue prints, in hopes of achieving
crime levels have experienced a
nation~! recognition as a "green," or
drop in activity, according to a San
energy-efficient, building, accordBernardiJ:!o Uniform Crime Reporting to the PDC.
ing summary (UCR).
"We'll equtp 1t this summer
Campus crime at CSUSB is
and then open it up for classes in
also particularly low in comparison
the Fall,"·Singer said.
This 23,000-square-foot buildwith other California universities,
ing
will provide a comfortable
according to CSUSB Police L\eulearning atmosphere when tempertenant Walter Duncan.
atures outside routinely climb to
"If you look at the crime statistics in San Bernardino and compare
it to our school's campus crime
level, CSUSB is like an island of
All the materials
safety in the middle of the city,"
being used are reDuncan said.
Although predominantly safe,
cycUtble...
one recurring crime that has been
plaguing CSUSB is vehicle burglaIn actuality, there have only ~een five confirmed vehicle vandalism incidents during the last three years. The Majority of burglaries dealt with
ries, Duncan said.
120 degrees in the summer.
In 2006, approximately 46 per- parking permits stored inside vehicles (Melina Perez/Chronicle). · .
The city of Palm Desert procent of on-campus crimes were bur"Since burglaries are a non-vi- CSUSB parking services discov- is never a good idea to steal per- .vided $4.5 million towards the conglary related, according to a mits that were stored inside vehi- .
olent crime, they usually take place ered a car with a stolen permit and rnits."
struction.
nationwide university crime report. cles.
Vehicle vandalism has also bePalms Springs' $1 million doApproximately two-thirds of when no one is around," Duncan reported it to police.
'.' Most of the burglaries are due
"Each permit has a serial num- come an issue for discussion among nation from the Solid Waste piverto parking permits," Duncan added, all burglaries take place at night and said.
sion Fund went to the Palm Springs ·
During a most recent incident, ber, which makes it easy for them faculty staff.
explaining that vehicle burglary oc- are most common in parking lots
Biology
Laboratory, the primary bisurrounding
housing
areas.
a
student
employee
who
worked
for
to
be
tracked,"
said
Duncan.
"So
it
Continued
on
Pg.
2
curred to steal school parking perology lab in the building, according
to Public Information Coordinator
CindyUken.
"Once it's complete, we'll also
be applying for LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) certification," Singer said.
ticipants in recreational activities.
The goal of the Foster Youth adult life.
Breeane Diaz
Money allocated to the proThe United States Green
The program is designed to asprogram on campus is to increase
Staff Writer
the number of former foster chil- sist foster youths, while providing gram is dispersed to cultural field Building Council awards LEED
them with skills through education. trips. For example, in May, 21 of certificates to facilities using "sushe Foster_Youth pro- dren who graduate from college.
With the support of four the program's students will go to an tainable site development, water
gram awarded three
"This program is extraordinarstudents ily exceptional. I want to do any- $2,500 scholarships given annually, opera in Los Angeles. The trip is savings, energy efficiency, materi. CSUSB
. paid in full, including tickets and als selection and indoor environ$2,500 in scholarship money 'each thing to be helpful," said Tristan
lunch.
mental quality," according to the
to help pay for coJ!ege expenses. Garcia, coordinator of CSUSB's . ... these youths have
San Bernardino County has part- Educational Opportunity Program
Dm;ing the summer, former col.incil's website.
a chance to 'lhreak foster youth students will benefit
nered up with CSUSB to help guide (EOP).
Solar panels and energy-effifrom the educational grant. The stu- · cient light bulbs were installed,
The program was established
and support former foster youths
the cycle of
in 2003 and has served 41 students,
dents who live on ·campus may not while most of the materials used are
through college.
abuse"...
have an opportunity to go home for arsenic and formaldehyde-free
A $200,000 check was pre- 12 of who were admitted to CSUSB
sented to CSUSB President Albert in fall 2007. 1
summer. The funds help pay for wood, carpeting, paint and glue.
Karnig at the Pfau Library by the
The program offers various many of these former foster youths housing and living costs.
Besides the heat, the campus
board of directors. Karnig received services to eligible emancipated will have a greater chance at beThe program not only supports also contends with wind, but the Vthe award with appreciation and as- foster youths who have had their coming successful' when looking former foster youths through fund- shape d.esign of the building will
Tristen Garcia, EOP's Former
sured
that the scholarship will ben- 18th birthday and are transitioning for employment.
ing college education, it also recog- help block the wind coming from
Foster Youth Program CoordiContinued on Pg. 3
The program involves the par- Continued on Pg. 2
efit in the greatest way possible.
from the foster care system into
nator (Breeane
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Escort to your d~stination

Hey!

Melina Perez
Staff Writer

.

.

he escort service at CSUSB) a
program !!dvocating safety
throughout universities, has not
experienced a high number of incoming
calls, according to CSUSB police.

T

During a 12-month period, a
total of 64 calls were placed to dispatchers, according to a CSUSB
police incident report
The average number of calls
per month· is approximately five,
with November having the highest
number of calls.
The average time calls were
made was approximately 7 p.m.
. The University Police Department offers the escort service to stu-

Pictured is one of the many ;
emergency call boxes on cam\
pus, which can be used to call
for aid (Melina P.erez/Chronicle).

Is your favorite Coyote
graduating?

dents, faculty and staff wishing to
be accompanied.to their vehicle or
any destination on campus.
Callers are assisted on a "first
call, first serve" basis.
"The service was created to.
provide students with a sense of security so they would feel safe,"
CSUSB Lieutenant Walter Duncan
said.
"It gives students a sense of
safety so they don 't feel alone,"
Duncan added.
Research conducted at the Uni- .
versity of California, Davis discovered that 60 percent of the
university's students felt they did
not need the service. That same sentiment may be felt at CSUSB.
CSUSB police speculate lack
of caHs to the escort service may be
due to the low crime activity level
atCSUSB.
Crimes that do occur are usually non-violent crimes that predominantly take place when no one
is around, Duncan said.
Like CSUSB, UC Davis' crime
activity is fairly low, according to a
national university crime report.
Research also revealed 24 percent of students did not use the
service because they did not attend
night classes.
The CSUSB escort service is During a 12-month period a total of 64 calls were placed to disavailable 24 hours a day, seven days patchers (Melina Perez/Chronicle).
a week. Requests to police dispatchers can be made at (909) 53 75165 or extension 7 5165 if
operating a campus phone.

Now is the time to let everybody know how
proud you are of their accomplishments.
Purchase a 2"x 3" announcement in the
final 2008 print edition of the awardwinning Coyote Chronicle!

Call (909) 537-5815 for details.
Don•t wait! The deadline is May 21.
Continued:

EOP Program
cRanges lives
nizes community involvement.
The EOP former foster youth
program helps attract attention to
other possible scholarship donations.
"We belong to a community
that needs to push college," Garcia
said.
In addition to receiving funds
to pay for a college education, these
youths have a chance to "break the
cycle of abuse."

Daniel Otianga
Elizabeth Saucedo
Malori Merki
Ken Dillard
Adriana Vargas.
Nick Deleon
Philip lnce
Melanie Hunter
Scott Heaton
Scott Heaton
Kevin Manning
Priscilla Cooper
Courtney Martin
Ken Dillard
Natash a Hamid

Staff Writers

online.

. Daniel Aguilar II, Shantal Anderson, Elva Casas, Felice Deduyo, Justin
de los Reyes, Breean·e J?iaz, Ken Dillard, Elsa Escarcega, Virydiana Esquivel, Victoria Garcia, Robert Gramer, Joshua Hamlin, Scott Heaton,
Kimberly Knaak, Maria Macias, Gabrielle Mays, Adrianna Menchaca,
Steven Morel, Lauren Padia, Melina Perez, Andrea Putnam, Dafne
·
Solano, Michelle Villeral

SAVE GREEN . .RIDE GREEN.

California State University San Bernardino
University Hall, Room # UH-037
ssoo University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 9;2407

lots of students already know' that taking Omni to school or just
to hang out saves money. But it also helps save our
environment. Our CNG (compressed natural gas)
buses reduce emissions as much as 87% compared to
diesel buses. In fact, we've been using environmentally
friendly, natural gas-powered v.e~icles since 1997. So try
it yourself. Purchase a Student Bus Pass and g1ve Omni a
ride. You'll be doing something that's good for the air and
· good.for .your pocket.
.

Office: (gog) 537·5289
Advertising: (gog) 537·5815
Fax: (gog) 537-7585

Disclaimer
The Coyote Chronicle is published every Friday for distribution on Monday
during the academic session by the Department of Communication Studies,
California State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in the Chronicle are those of the student writers and
editors and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration, faculty,
or any other person or institution unless expressly'noted.
The appearance of any advertisement in the Chronicle does not represent the
Chronicle's views.
The Chronicle reserves the right to edit or.reject all editorials submitted to the
paper.

Crimes

Get the
exposure
you wantlll
Advertise
with us

Advertising Manager: Linda Sand
Advisor: Jim Smart
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Continued:

In actuality, there have only
been five confirmed vehicle vandalism incidents during the last
three years.
All incidents involved student
vehicles located near housing parking lots.
"Overall, this campus has the
lowest crime activitY out of all the
· universities in California," Duncan
said . .

.·
Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Online Editor
Asst. Online Editor
News Editor
Campus News Editor
A&E Editor
Asst. A&E Editor
Health & Science Editor
Op-Ed Editor
Multi-Cultural Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor

Many foster children have had
to endure physical, psychological
and sexual abuse that can inhibit
them from gaining the skills they
need to survive as adults.
\More information about EOP
and the former foster youth program is located on the CSUSB
website, under the quick links
menu. The EOP department is located in DB 395. They can also be
reached by calling (909) 537-5042.

Student Bus Passes available at

Coyote Bookstore.

1-800-9-0MNIBUS

OMNITRANS.ORG

Complete ro·ute and schedule information online.

Call (909)
537-5815
for details.
C~cal~~~ff~®d~
Just Reduced
$225,000
3 bedroom, 3 bath
town home
1404 s.f. Association
pool, spa, tennis
courts, clubhouse
Near CSUSB
951-312-5226
Teer One Properties
sonia@miketeer.com

\

Agdress
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<:hronicle Sudoku:·
57

Congratulations to last issue' s_Sudoku master,
,.., #,
Tom Hermon!
Next week, this could be you! Bring your completed Chronicle Su- - 1
.
doku puzzle to our office in UH-037.

-
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E1 TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM

Palm Desert Health Sciences Building is being built of recyclable materials. This energy-efficient .23,000-square-foot building will provide a
comfortable learning atmosphere (Courte.sy of PDC Public Relations).

Continued:

PDC aims for LEED certification
the west while at the same tilne providing shade.
The design gives the building
two major wings.
The left wing will house biology and chemistry labs and the
campus student health center, while
the right wing will house a hightech nursing lab, classrooms and
computer labs.
The Palm Desert Health Sciences Building will help ease\.the
nationwide nursing shortage, improve environmental issues and
help provide a service to Coachella
Valley residents, according to Palm
Springs' Mayor Ron.Oden.
More than I 00 vacant nurse
positions exist in three Coachella

he $340,000 endowment from the Archaeological
Survey
Foundation (ASF) to the anthropology department at CSUSB is fostering hope among professors that
our reputation as an institution for
the growing field of cultUral resource management will be restored.
The main expectation for this
endowment is to fund an archaeological field school, which isn't a
new concept to our campus.
CSUSB housed a field school
project about ten years ago, which
has been completed, according to

T

ASF's mission is to promote the
. study of archaeology in Southern California (Dafne
Solano/Chronicle).

'.•

Valley acute care hospitals alone,
according to a survey conducte~ by
the Institute of Critical Care Medicine in May 2004.
There are more student applicants than the nursing schools can
accommodate.
College of the Desert (COD),
the local community colle~e, only
accepts nursing studel).ts at the
entry level.
COD regularly receives more
than several hundred applications
annually for about 80 seats available in the associate nursing program.
Although the focus of the new
Health Sciences Building will primarily be on nursing, the university

will also offer course work in biology, chemistry and on the environment.
The planned Palm Springs Institute for environmental sustainability aims to promote public
understanding of environmental issues facing the community through
research, education and community
outreach activities such as energy,
fresh water, human health, the environment, biodiversity, global
change and building sustainaBle
communities through technology.
The Palm Springs environmental scholarship fund will provide a $3,600 annual scholarship to
quahfied seniors from the Palm
Springs Unified School District to

pursue major course work in the environmental health sciences.
The new building will have a
locaf media screening on April 30
that will serve as a preview of what
is to come.
"We won't be opening it up officially to the public until October
where we'll have formal dedica-

California Teaching Credential?
California State University is offering aunique opportunity combining the
latest technology, home study and group seminars leading to aK-12
Multiple Subjects credential. Intern and student teaching options available.
Please visit our website at:
\

www.calstateteacb.net/a7 '
Summer, Fall, and Spring start dates.
Please check our website for application deadlines.

Preservation gets endowment
Dafne Solano
Staff Writer

'

Are you ready to pursue a

Peter Robertshaw, Chair of the An- ' director for either contract conthropology department and a direc- struction firms or government agencies, which include state parks such
tor of the ASF.
A field school would provide as the-San Bernardino National Forfor hands-on experience for stu- est and other public land resources.
dents in cataloging and preserving
The contribution from the ASF
artifacts, to train students and assist also includes a collection of about
agencies.
,
100 paintings by Charles Samuel
This donatiop will also fund LaMonk, whose works are replicas
scholarships for swdents o.farchae- of original Native American art,
. ology.
which were painted in places such
The ASF's mission· is to pro- as Burro Flats in Chatsworth and
mote the study of the archaeology the Santa Susana Mountains beof Southern California through the tween 1954 and 1978.
training of university students, and
The collection of LaMonk
through research, publication, cura- paintings will be sold and their prot ion and exhibitions pertaining to ceeds will go towards the endow~
the results of field findings.
ment.
Because of this, the ASF felt
His work has been exhibited in
that CSUSB would be an excellent the White House and in numerous
candidate'for this endowment since universities and museums in the
CSUSB is already fulfilling much Unjted States, Japan, Scandinavia
of the ASF's mission to "train uni- and Belgium.
~~~~~~~----~
versity students in research.
"Overall, there is a growing
need for students in the cultural resource management field," said
Robertshaw, "There has been a decrease in this area due to the economy and because this field is in the
context of development, meaning
· the construction of freeways, housing, and other structures, the economy is a factor in this need."
People working in cultural resource management tend to focus
on the environmental impact of developments,_preservation of historical buildings and other such areas.
Cultural resource management
requires knowledge in historic
preservation and environmental
laws and regulations, as well as
those related to Native American
tribes.
Students in this area of study
with an undergraduate degree may One of the goals is to preserve
then go on to get their Master's in cultural art, as the one pictured
. order to gain a position as a project above (Dafne Solano/Chronicle)•
t?

Choose from a variety of programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Athletic Training
Counseling Psychology/MFT
Counseling Ministry
Education (mutt. specializations)
Disabilities Studies· (coming soon)
Fore'nsic Psychology

• English
• Kinesiology
• MBA
• MPA
• Music
• Nursing

• Teaching and Administrative Credentials

1----:---------.. . . . ----+-----Attend an ·upcoming
Information Session!
Monday, March 24th

5:30PM
Monday, April 14th
5:30PM
CBU Riverside Campus
8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92504

Acbu
Rise above the ordinary!
Call CBU Graduate Admissions today

866. 7676.CBU
www.calbaptist.edu/GRAD.
i'l

. .(
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June 200_
8 gradUation
Commencement deadlines ·draw near
Viry Esquivel
Staff Writer

SUSB seniors have
begun to reflect on
. college and memories
created on campus as graduation
approaches.
_ "The thought of knowing graduation is finally here seems so unreal to me," said senior Yvonne
Cortez. "The friendships and experiences I have gained from my college life will stick with me forever."
'
Before graduating seniors can
say goodbye to CSUSB, Some last
minute commencement deadlines
come first if they chose to particir.ate in commencement exercises
this coming June.
All CSUSB seniors who are eli,gible for graduation should have
feceived a commencement registration postcard by April' 5.
According to CSUSB's Commencement webpage, graduating
seniors must go to the Office of
Records, Registration and Evaluations in University Hall 171 and
have their graduation requirement
check paperwork filled out and
filed by April 30 in order to appear
in the Commencement Program.
Questions regarding graduation check should be directed to the
Office of Records, Registration and
Evaluation at (909) 537-5219 or
(909) 537-5200.
In addition, those who chose to

C

participate in commencement e,xercises must register sometime between April 7-June 1 online
through Webcornm and pay a $35
· registration fee.
In preparation of commencement, the Coyote Bookstore is having its Grad Days on April 24-25
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
According to the Coyote
Bookstore, Grad Days are meant to .
take stress off graduating seniors by
providing them a convenient location to shop for commencement
items such as cap and gowns, invitations, and other items.
Some CSUSB seniors have '
shared how it feels to be so close to
graduation and what they have accomplished.
"Graduation is simply a milestone, an end to one chapter and the
beginning of another. It brings a
smile to my face to know that I
have accomplished something so
monumental," CSUSB senior
Heather Hopkins said. "While it
was solely my responsibility, I
could not have done It without my
family and friends. In the end, the
tassel was all worth the hassle."
"Graduation is something I am
really looking forward to," said senior Sandra Orozco. "Not only because that would mean I have
final ly finished the long race, but
because after I graduate I am one
step closer to achieving my dream
of becoming an elementary

teacher."
Ceremonies will be held from
June 13-15 for both CSUSB 's main
campus and its Palm Desert campus.
The Palm Desert campus will
have commencement ceremonies
on June 14 at 6 p.m. in the McCallum Theatre.
.CSUSB 's main campus will
hold its commencement ceremonies
in the Coussoulis Arena on two separate days, depending on the graduating colleges: on June 15 at 9 a.m.
for the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, 2 p.m. for the
College ofNatural Sciences, and 6
p.m. for the College of Education.
On ~une 15, the College of
Business and Public Administration's ceremony begins at 9 a.m.,
and the College of Arts and Letters
is at 2
In addition, commencement
ceremonies held on the main campus will be televised live. via webcast. .
For further information or
questions regarding commencement procedur~s, students are encouraged
to ·
visit
commencement.csusb.edu.
Students may also contact the
Commencement Hotline at (909)
537-7050, send an email to commencement@csusb.edu, or visit the
commencement office located in
room 101 in the Administration
Building.

p.m.

C hief Jimmie Brown reciting an Oath of Allegiance to President Albert Karnig and thus officially being
sworn in as CSUSB Chief of Police (Brian Spears/Chronicle).

CSUSB Police Chief·
swor·n in officially
Police Chief.
is a police chief who will cares
President Kamig then stepped about and loves his campus, and
up to the podium and asked Chief will strive to represent each and
Brown
to raise his right hand and every one of those at CSUSB night
Sh a n tal Anderson
repeat
after
him an Oath of Alle- and day.
Staff Writer
giance.
After the ceremony drew to a
After
the
oath,
President
close,
many lined up to have their
is name is Brown.
Karnig
asked
Chief
Brown's
wife,
photo
taken
with the new chief.
Chief Brown.
Robin, daughter, Lydia, and mother
CSUSB Police Officer Julie
' After much anticipation. In- to come on stage and pin Chief Barbo-Garcia was one of those
terim Chief Jimmie Brown was Brown's badge and decorations on linel:i up.
"It's exciting. l'm very happy
sworn in as CSUSB's new Univer- his uniform.
An emotionaf Chief Brown for [ChiefBrown]," Officer Barbosity Chief of Police on Fri., April ·
thanked President Kamig and the Garcia said. "He's going to do a
18.
CSUSB President Albert rest of the administration, as well as good job."
Chief Brown served as
Karnig, Administration and Finance his friends in law enforcement for
CSUSB's interim police chief ince
Vice-President David DeMauro, the honor.
Chief Brown then spok~ out last year before hi official appointCSU Police Coordinator Chief Nate
Johnson, and former CSUSB chiefs regarding his goals under his new ment.
Chief Brown's career in law
Bob Miller and Dennis Kraus were position.
"Running a professional Jaw enforcement spans a decade of
among over 150 in attendance t.o
honor ChiefBrown's achievements. enforcement agency ...doing the service as he has served as a police
Also in attendance were Chief right thing," Chief Brown said. officer, investigator, sergeant and
Brown's family and friends, as well "Reaching a level of professional- lieutenant.
Chief Brown, who has always
as various police chiefs from both ism to make [CSUSB] the best
the CSU system and San CSU police department in the state. . been interested in law enforcement,
-T hat is my goal as new police started his career as a police cadet
Bernardino-Riverside Counties.
with the Rialto Police Department.
Before Chief Brown was chief."
Chief Brown then became areChief Brown also had a messworn in by President Kamig, Chief
serves
officer with the Colton Posage
he
wanted
to
send
to
the
camJohnson shared some kind words·
lice
Department,
a deputy with' the
pus
community.
about Chief Brown, as he made
Riverside
County
Sheriff's Depart"Xou
have
a
police
chief
who
note to relate the appointment of
ment
and
as
an
investigator
with the
is
professional.
You
have
a
police
Chief as being similar to that of atin
state's
Department
of
Alcohol
Bevchief
who
will
listen
and
believes
taining the highest degree possible.
Chief Johnson hared his deep- doing the right thing," ChiefBrown erage Control according to CSUSB
. Public Affairs.
est confidence in Chief Brown's said.
Chief Brown also said that he
abilities as an officer and CSUSB 's
Nick De Leon
Campus News Editor, .~

H

ARC-sponsored film series
draws low student.·turnout
\

.

.

.

.

.

Daniel Aguilar
Staff Writer

.

Become a Doctor of Chiropractic
~r Licensed Acupuncture &
· Oriental Medicine Practitioner
Enjoy a successful and fulfilling career in complementary and alternative medicine in a
dynamic working environment:
• Private Practice Ooint or solo)
• Private and Community Hospitals
• Welln~ss Centers
• Veterans Administration Hospitals
• Sports Teams
• Health Insurance Companies
• Corporate Health
• Worker's Compensation
• Pain Centers
• Complementary.& Alternative Medicine Universities
• Multidisciplinary Health Centers • Clinical Research

Since 1911 Southern California University of Health Sciences has been a leader
in preparing practitioners to provide care in complementary and alternative medicine.
Southern California University of Health Sciences is THE LEADER IN SCIENTIFICALLY BASED APPROACH
to patient care and ON THE CUTTINGEDGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE PROGRAMS with emphasis
in sports injuries, nutrition, radiology, pediatrics, and pain management.

Your future i s In your h a nds •••
Southern California University of Health Sciences is accredtted by Western Association of Schools and College~ (WASC) the Accreditation Commission for
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (ACAOM), Council on Chiropractic Education (CCE), and is approved by the California Acupuncture Board.

lassie fi lms and free
popcorn alone could
~ not attract a _crowd.
The CSUSB Adult Re-Entry
Center (ARC) sponsored a classic
film series on April 14, 16, and' 17
showing one film a day from 4-7
p.m. in the Student Union Theater.
Less than five people were in
attendance as the ARC screened
Eddie Murphy's standup film
"Raw" on April 14, Brian De
Palma's ' 1Scarface" on April 16 and
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho" on ·
April 17.
"We wanted to target nontraditional students who remember
when these films first came out,"
ARC graduate assistant Jesse Felix
said. "We also wanted to have ·traditional students come and see
these movies because they've.heard
of the films but never really seen
them."
Faced with the low turnout f6r
the events, the ARC could only
speculate as to the reason behind it.
"I don't know why only a few
students showed up. We usually
have good tum outs," 'said ARC

C

The ARC's classic film series drew low student turnouts for aU three
of the nights films were screened (Daniel Aguilar/Chronicle).

Gonzalez, who attended the "Scargraduate assistant Jesse Felix.
.
face"
screening, agrees with Cruz.
The ARC speculated that the
"It
was nice to have a movie to
small number of students present at
the films may have had to do with watch during my break between
classes," Gonzalez said. "It was
the timing of the shows.
"We try to put on events at dif- like going to the movies. They gave
ferent times to accommodate the you popcorn and sometimes I need ·
students' schedules, but that is a a break from the constant studyvery hard .thing to do," said ARC ing."·
"We want to sponsor this event
Coordinator Judi ,Cruz. "The film
series are for enjoyment, for stu- again in the futu~e but we may do it
dents to relax in a nice air-condi- at an earlier time, because many 1
tioned theatre, enjoy popcorn and students had class at 4 p.m.," qruz
take a break from the hectic day."
said based on the film series
CSUSB graduate student Ivette turnout.
·~
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Dating doctor gives
helpful advice
•

Elva Casas
Staff Witer .

David Coleman, who is known as the dating doctor, spoke about dating to students at Santos Manuel
Student .Union Event Cent~r (Courtesy of Mario Garcia).

elationships, breakups, and pick-up lines
· are a few of the subjects that Dating Doctor David
Coleman spoke of during his seminar on Tues., April 15 at the Santos
Manuel Student Union Event Center.
Coleman provided entertainment and help full advice on dealing
withthe oppostie sex.
· Many students attended the
event to get insight on having a
healthy relationship and finding the
right person.
"I have had past relationship
problems. I always seem to fall for
the wrong girl," said CSUSB
Freshman Jesus Lara. "I'm blinded
by infatuation and it causes me to
ignore the warnings my friends
give me."
Coleman gave six subtle ways
women let men know they are interested in them.
He told the men .that women
look for guys who can make them
laugh.
"The quicker a man wants to
have sex with you, the least he'll
want you for a long-term relationship," said Coleman.
Tlie seminar included the top
10 worst and best pick-up lines that

l.

many people think work for meet. ing girls.
Coleman gave valuable tips for
both male and female about many
different topics; such as the difference between men and women,
how to be romantic, commitment
and how to have a healthy realtionship.
'
Most of the audience found
them to be hilarious as the room
would fill with laughter every time
someone said a line.
Colman uses a Jot humor in his
semrnars.
•

"It is your life, it is
y our play. You can
. take out or put in
whoever you want•
"Dave was really funny. He's
one of the most entertaining speakers I've heard," said CSUSB Freshm;m Anthony Garcia. "I think the
funniest part was when he had us do
the jahari window. Tpicked my favorite animal, color, and body of
water. When he told us what they
really meant I couldn't stop laughing at my answers. However, I didn't have the worst answers in my
circle of friends."

Coleman told the audience that
women look for romance. He defined it as performing an ordinary
act of love or kindness at an unex-,
pected time.
,
Following this definition Cole.man gave the men 'in the audience
a tip for making their significant:
other feel special next Valentine's
Day.
"Dave is not only the Dating
Doctor, but also a famous alumni
from my fraternity. The main reason I wanted to attend the seminar
is because I had a rough break-up,"
said Garcia. "I've not yet fully re;
covered since then but the seminar
helped me go a. step forward to
being able to date again."
The audience was made up of
·people of different ages and gender.
About 90 percent of the audienceS' admitted to being single and
only a few couples were present.
"After the seminar I learneg
that I should act differently in certain situations, and not stress SQ
much on finding someone who
completes me but like David said,
someone who compliments me,"
Lara added.
"It is your life, it is your play.
You can take out or put in whoever
you want," Coleman said.
Coleman is the author of five
.books and is a nationally recognized speaker.

Do you hold a college
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9
be a paid intern teacher while you complete the ....,.no.a
The College of Education at California Stat~
Bernardino has programs in elementary, .,..,.n... •+Jl.,l'lr'l·fl'il
and special education.
Stress comes with the territory of b'eing a college student, but there are things that can be done to help ~
(Kimberly Knaak/Chronicle).

Programs are .
accredited ·at
national and
tate levels

Call us tod!ly
{909) 537-5603 .

Kimberly Knaak
Staf!Writer ·
he look of bewilderment, tiredness, bitten
nails, and messed up
hair are all coi)1IIJ.on signs that you
may be stressed.
Cramming for exams may be
doing more harm than good.
A hormone called cortisol is released into your body during highly
stressful ~ituations and can chemically block your ability to recall information, according to a study
released in 2000 by Prevention
Magazine. ·
Cortisol may cause headaches,
emotional problems, P,igh blood
pressure and frequent cold. However, accordifl:g to Dr. Lynne Tan, a
psychiatrist at Montefior~ Medical
Center, moderate stre'ss can be good
because it gives you energy and
motivation to finish a project.
One of the best ways to deal
with stress according to Cal Newport, author of "How to Win at College" and "How to Become a
Straight-A Student," is to use time
management. Determine what work
you are going to accomplish on
what day.
"Once you start this planning,
J

you may discover that you have to
start earlier than you expected,"
said Newport. "But it will prevent
the late night scrambles that ,produce high stress and low grades."
Though students plan in advance and use good time management for finals, they still seem to
become stresseq. There are exercises that can be done to lower the
stress.
These activities include yoga,
healthy snacks and frequent study
breaks.
"Stress can also be brought on
by building up a situation in y,our
head to make it seem worse than it
actually is," said Dr. Debra Davis,
a psychologist. "[Students] need to
realize that there is a connection between how you think and how ·y ou
are feeling."
Many students have been
known to turn to cigarettes, alcohol,
and energy drinks when they .get

stressed, but these substances cause
p'eople to become more nervous instead of lowering stress.
Newport feels that there are
three important things that students
can do to help with time manage~
ment and procrastination.
First, study earlier in the day in
small doses. During the day energy
level is higher so students can fo~us
eas1er.
Second, never study frorJl
memory repletion. Always look at
the concepts you are trying to learn
and repeat the.m out loud from
mem?ry so you can hear your an:
swer.
Third, students should always
attend class. If you attend you .c an
get questions answered and knoV{
the information, so not as mucl)
time will be spent studying.
Stress is unavoidable but can
be made to not consume students1
lives.

An article in last week's issue
of the Coyote Chronicle stated that
Bridget Tucker is a psychologist.
Tucker is a Marriage and Family
Therapist at CSUSB's Counseling
Center.

The Center has three licensed
psychologists and two marriage and
(amily therapists.
The men's group started April
10, 2008 and meets every Thursday'
until the end of spring quarter.
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Future 'yote filmmakers
Steve Morel
Staff Writer

Brittany Snow stars in the horror flick, "Prom Night" along with Dana Davis, ldris Elba and Johnathon
Schaech. " Prom Night" is now in theaters everywhere. (Courtesy of IMDB)

Worst ni.ght in prom·history
Horror film misses mark, necessary
elements of a quality scare jliqk
.Joshua Hamlin
Staff Writer
o blood or s·ex on prom
night? What's the world
.
coming to?
"Prom Night" is by far the
worst remake in the history of cinema. The fact that this film was
made for $ 18 million is a reflection
of how desperate and_careless the
Hollywood studio system has become. First of all, what kmd of horror film bas a lack of blood and
guts, or even a scary looking antagonist?
. The film is a r emake of •the
now classic 1980 film of the s~e
name starrplg ayoung
Jamie Lee
durtis.
I
Teacher
Richard
r
F enton ,
played by
one-time up
and coming
Hollywood
'tit" boy Jonathan Schaech, has an
unhealthy obsession with Donna,
C:Sne of his students, played by
Brittney Snow. This unhealthy obsession leads to the death of

N

in the book from full shots, to
night and our killer has escaped.
This is not a story-line; this is a medium shots, to close ups.
That may work in the editing
cookie-cutter example of what not
to do in building tension in a film. room when you are shooting a 22minute TV
We are told
show with
who
the
Night~~
commercial
killer is, who
breaks, but
he has killed
not
in the
and who he
feature-film
wants to kill.
world.
Where is the
The cinematography, editing,
suspense and the drama in the story
arc? Hot on our ldller·s heels is de- sound, w ardrobe and art direction
tective Nash, played by James Ran- all showed up to play, but to no
sone ofHBO's "The Wire."
avail. This film was just a waste of
After killing a couple of stu- time. Not one redeemable aspect
dents, the film goes into a cat and was present. The- fact that this
mouse game of hide and seek be- movie was number one at the box
tween the office speaks loudly to the percuskiller and siveness of the marketing departhis obses- ment at Sony Pic~res.
sian.
A truly great horror film is a
In the sick-twisted grab-you-by-the-throat
original , affair that doesn' t let go until you
·you
care are screaming for your mommy.
what hap- There is none of this in "Prom
pens
to Night. "
Jamie Lee
The writer, J.S. Cordone, does
Curtis. You nothing to scare, frighten or even
want and need her to live. Unfortu- make the audience close their eyes
until the scene is over.
This film is an introduction to
the horror genre for I 0-yeat-olds. It
truly i·s a sad fact that this film
brought in $23 million in weekend

"Prom
is by far
the worst remake in the
history of cinema

The cinematography,
editing, sound,
wardrobe a·n d art direction all showed up
to play, but to no avail

comes a professor even though he
The film was created by and
is still a man baby.
starred Brian Jurilla . and Josh
"The Tooth" was another com- · Castillo.
This film has many action seedy film that is a bit odd. A lonely
student fmds a gold tooth and be- quences including a kung-fu fight
lieves it will get her friends, but it scene and a car chase where Brian
only creeps people out. She is soon Jurilla hangs off the top of a speedvisited by her "Tooth Fairy Godfa- ing car.
ther" who tells her the tooth will
It also seemed to be a favorite
help her find true love, but she ends because of its generic action movie
up meeting another girl who thinks cheesiness and a cameo by Dr.
Metts as the Game Master.
the tooth is cool.
A film that really stood out was
Other than comedy, there was
a
music
video for the band Allotic
a horror film called "Bloody Mary"
by Angelica Rodriguez. Two girls that' was directed by Liz Saucedo
in their dorm room say "Bloody and Lorena Macias. It was very
Mary" in fro.n t of a mirror in a dark well filmed and seemed to be alroom to test the urban legend. most professional.
Bloody Mary comes and kills the
CSUSB student Marcellus
Williams said that all the videos
girls.
The film that seemed to be the were excellent. He sees promise in
fan favorite was an action film ti- a lot of them and thinks some of the
tled "Final Game: Lights, Camera, student film-makers can make
Action!"
something of themselves.

Cal-State students show promise to become Hollywood's next big
film makers.
StUdent filtns from the Communications 345 and 346 classes
were showcased on April 15 in the
Student Union. The. films ranged
from comedy, to action and music
videos.
These films are not your average movie because of lertgth. and
budget, but the students are allowed
to make what they want.
.
"Student video-makers are free
to express a personal vision Without
worrying about the bottom line,"
Communications Professor Dr. Rod
Metts said.
In Communications 345, Dr.
Metts teaches .directing, singlecamera film style, writing and editing. The editing gets harder with
continuity editing, montage editing
and adding in close. ups, reaction
shots and cutaways. In Communications 346, students are encouraged to shoot on location.
According to Dr. Metts, recent
graduates of the program have gone
off tp work at Paramount Pictures,
E-Film Digital Laboratories and
one even became an p:ssistant pro- ·
ducer at KTLA.
At the showcase, comedy was
a genre that was seen in many of the
films. One of the funniest was "The
· Re-education of a Fragile Mind," a
film by Josh Healy.
_ In this film, a woman who is
about to graduate gives birth to a
man baby in a CSUSB bathroom.
The man baby is pretty unaware of
Carly Grimm of the band, Allotic, in the video for ' Concrete sod
what is going on but he graduates
Confetti,' shot for COMM 346 (Elizabeth Saucedo/Chronicle).
from Cal-State and later on be-

..

to neuter is cuter.
.teach1ng ·t1p El)qg
Inspiring teachers inspire lives.
Once you complete your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific University
offers 26 opportunities at 7 convenient Southern California locations for
you to ~come a teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator.
APU offers:
• NCATE accreditation for all programs, making APU 1 of only 5
private institutions in California with this distinction.
• Credentials recognized by all 50 states and internationally.
• A program-ranked 4 ih among private California institutions for
number of credentials recommended.
If you are interested in pu~suing a degree in another field, APU also offers
additional master's and doctoral programs to help you accomplish your
academic and career aspirations.

,.

To schedule an appointment or attend
an !~formational meeting:

Mffii!

(800) 825-5278 (toll free)

Gfti!• www.apu.edu/education/tlps
1§@11• graduatecenter@apu.edu
',

lA

Aa

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIV E RS I TY

901 E. Alosta Ave.
Azusa. CA 91702

K-1·2, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.
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Thrice's "Aicheiny Index"

Comedy

Ken Dillard
Copy Editor

Gut-busting etiquette

hen Thrice released the
first two parts of their
Philip Ince
four-part concept album,
"The. Alchemy Index," last year,
A&E Editor
they made a promise.
fun night out for college
They committed to finishing
students does not always
the project and proviaing us with ·
consist of excess drinking
the understanding and perspective
or 100 decibel techno music. One
that the first release could not.
effective way to forget about the
Consider the promise fulfilled. ·
stress of papers and quizzes is to
"The Alchemy Index" is a mulaugh it off.
•
sical and thematic exploration of
Southern California offers a
the classical elements fire, water, air
great comedy scene ranging from
and earth. Thrice has devoted one
the local Ontario Improv to the
six-song EP to each element. Fire
world-famous Comedy Store on the
and water were released last OctoSunset Strip, a mere hour away.
ber. Air and earth were released on
National . comedy headliners
Aprill5, 2008.
frequent these clubs on a weekly
Thrice really spread their
basis. They offering gut-busting
wings on the fire and water discs.
laughs, but before you decide to
They utilized musical. styles and.inspend a night laughing instead of
strumentation they had only hinted
dancing, there are some fac-.
at earlier.
Thrice,s latest album is in stores. (Courtesy of Vagrant Records)
tors to consider.
Air and earth continue and
broaden this expansion.
Icarus, a subject Thrice previously cause Thrice decided to produce *Make reservations*
Fire and water had direct sty- dealt with on "The Melting Point of this album 'themselves.
listic ideals in mind. Fire was full of Wax" from 2002's "The Artist in
In comedy, bigKeyboards and prQgrammed
heavy post-hardco·re with lots of the Ambulance."
drums keep time while layered vo- ger acts do not alguitars and howling vocals. Water
"Daedalus" retells the story . cals call and respond to each other. ways mean bigger
'was all electronic, heavily saturated from the father's point of view, a
Perhaps the only misstep on the clubs.
Stand-up
with echo, reverb and dripping with much more emotional perspective air disc is the slightly out-of-focus comedy is meant to·
effects.
that highlight's Thrice's growing production of"The Sky is Falling." be experienced in
The air disc, however, is not so maturity.
The vocal effects are a little an intimate envieasy to pin down.
The emotional wallop of the overdone and some of the second- ronment so shows
"Broken Lungs" starts the air final choruses is undeniable and ary effects overshadow the instru- tend to get packed in
EP off with a sound that's reminis- some of the most significant mo- mentation in places, but the song a hurry. Unless you are
cent of "Red Sky" from 2005's ments in Thrice's entire body of itself is another example of the ex- attending
the
rare
"Vheissu." Soft-loud-soft dynamics work. The rest of the air tracks oc- cellent writing throughout the Wednesday night performand powerful guitars are intercut . cupy significantly different sonic Alchemy project.
ance, do not be surprised if
with softer verses displaying Dustin landscapes.
Like fire and water, the earth you show up on the night of the
Kensrue's vocals melodies. The
"A Song for Milly Michael- EP is grounded' in one fundamental show and get turned away.
"air" theme is carried by layers of son;' l.s cairn and gentle, with soft musical idea. Almost every moReservations or tickets are albreathy vocals and soft chimes.
acoustic arpeggios and tinkling ment of EP is performed using most always available for weekend
Riley Breckinridge 's drums chimes under Kensrue's quietly re- acoustic or wind instruments.
shows during the beginning of the
snap along below everything like a strained vocals. Barely-there wind
"Moving Mountains" is a rock- week. Be prepared.
well-oiled machine, providing effects support the lyrical ideas of a ing-chairs-on-the-back-porch folksteady structure to the ethereal nighttime flight through the clouds. jaunt through Bob Dylan territory. ' ' *\'l>u will wait in line*
sounds above.
\.
"Silver Wings" closes the EP
e a 1, "The Alchemy Index"1 1
"Daedalus'~ revisits the ancient
with some of the best production is not perfect, but the massive linComedy clubs almost always
Greek myth of the title-character you'll find on · a . modem rock dertaking has been eye-opening and have two or three sho.ws a night on
and his ill-fated escape with his son, record, which is remarkable be- impressive nonetheless.
the weekends. If you did not pl1r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - chase tickets for the early show, be
prepared to wait in line until about
15 minutes before your show starts.
Do not complain, comedy club
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E = M a r•· a h. Carey

First album in three years!
Victoria Garcia
Copy Editor

fter three years of silence,
Mariah Carey has unleashed her new album "E=
2
Mc ," April15.
"E=Mc2" represents emancipation equals Mariah Carey times
two," said Carey, in a recent MTV
interview. Carey's life of emotional
breakdowns and failed marriage to

A

E=Mc2 is in stores now.
(Courtesy oflsland Def Jam)

clubs ~..

industry mogul Tommy Mottola
have influenced · the making of
"E=Mc2."
She has exploited her past in
each song including clubbing, religion and her abusive relationship.
Comparing herself to the late,
Tupac and Notorious B.I.G in her
song "I'm That Chick," Carey classifies herself as legendary.
The real question is if everyone
else puts Carey on the same cate-

staff members are proficient in seating everyone that shows up on time
before the lights dim. lf you are in a
party larger than two, arrive extra
early as it is common practice to
split large parties up to fill the seats.
*$20 for 2 beers*
• A two-it~m minirrmm is an almost universal standard at comedy
clubs, and the food and drinks are
not cheap. Be prepared to pay $5
for a soda or $8.+ for mixed drinks.
Also know that comedy clubs
are not known for their speedy service, so order multiple items at the
same time if you w_ould like to partake in them within the same hour.
With that said, don't be the
drunk

traduces the acts. Partidpate. Whil.
more formal than dance clubs ol
rock shows, crowd energy plays a·
huge role in everyone's experience::.
~-A.

*Silence
gallery!*

from

the

peanw

-·

If someone is on the stage, d~.
not. talk to your neighbor.
:::
"Laugh, shut up, laugh, sh11t:
up, laugh shut up," comedian Todp•
Glass instructs the audience in ti
. video at Improv clu~:
·'
pre-recorded
nationwide.
People pay money to see
liv~
comedy act, not to socialize.
:··

a

...

*Hecklers beware*
You are watching a show, youare not part of one. So, if you do de.~
cide to criticize the comic, be pr<tpared to suffer a vicious tirade
from the comic that will humiliate you while it entertains th~
rest of the crowd.
The joke is. now on you
and you might be throwp •
out.

..

*It could· get a little
·~
rough*
.

(Courtesy of www.unknownmagazine.com)
crowd member. While a few glasses
of wine might loosen you up, excess drinking will cause you not to
be able to 1 ~eep up wit,V the jokes,
ruining your experience and that of
the people around you.

r

Last but not least, don't gtl
to a comedy club if you ar~
offended by foul language ot
controversial, racial, sexual or vicious humor. Many national acts'
' 'draw humor from negative sociaf
issues. At the very least, research·
the comedian you are going to see~
to make sure you agree with their
style of humor.
. ··~
'I ,

*Have fun*

., '

. Iflaughter \~ the best meqicin~~.
a night at a comedy club can be ~.
prescription badly needed by
stressed out college students anl:(
*It's finally show time*
. faculty. Now that yo~ know t~e.
proper etiquette to enjoy a night of
The lights dim, the music starts laughs to the fullest, visit a comedy~
and the announcer attempts to get club soon and leave with a smile oti:
'
the audience applauding as he in- Y-our face ... and sore abs.

.(.

'I

gory as two of the most famous rap- Carey was going to bring this time.
This· album is one of the firsl•
pers of
with albums where Carey jokes around ·
all time.
and bas fun with it
.~ ·
The real question is if every- contributing
artists · like
"I just wanted it to be about fun
After the
one else.puts Carey on the 'T.I., Damian and freedom," Carey said on hef~
"Emancipation same category as two of the Marley, and latest interview on MTV's TRL. ...,
That's why on the vide
0
f
Nate"Danjamost famous rappers of all handz" Hills, . "Touch My Body," she turns it into,
Mimi"
topped
this
album a sexy comedy. She hires a geektime.
will
t
h· e
help with glasses to come fix her com.~·
charts,
Carey con- . puter and he daydreams of rockin~
out next to her while she lies on a•
everyone couldn't wait to see "Yhat tinue where she left off.
•"
bed.
•..
There are also clips· of tlierit:
playing with toy guns and race ca •
which was something Carey hadn ':C
.,.
done before.
:,....
"E=Mc2 " is all about fun, b$
Mariah gets serious in "Side E(~ ~
fects," featuring rapper Youn
Jeezy.
;:..
She speaks of her hardship fo&l
and her abusive marriage when sh~
sings that she "wakes up scare~
some nights dreaming about the vi- ,
alent times."
'
Carey's vocals on this track :
I
were amazing. You can feel how •
strong her emotions are throug~ h_er;
voice.
,
After Mariah lets out her feel- !
ings she jumps into a different :
mood in a song called "Cruise Con~ :
trol," ·featuring reggae artist :
:
Damian Marley. •
This was yet another song that:
she had fun with when she says,:
I
"When tha door open, de gals on de
•
.
I
block, they be hopin to rob tha ;
clock." Damian Marley sets it off;
with a more Jamaican feeling.
'
"What it really means is that :
you have to slow down, something :
that Damian Marley believes in as l
well," said Carey.
'
Mariah Closes the album with ;
her last track, "I Wish You Well." :
This song is a soft religious j
piano ballad that includes Bible ;
verses.
1

••

....
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Billauer reaches out to students
Michelle Villeral
Staff Writer

Gabrielle Mays
Staff Writer

esse Billauer was a superstar surfer on
··
the rise until the waves got the best of
him. He was· knocked off his board by
the crest of a wave and landed head-first into a
sandbar, breaking his spinal vertebrae.
"I'd rather be alive and paralyzed .than dead," Billauer said.
He talked about his experie}lce at the 19th annual disability awareness program on April
l7 in the Santos Manuel Student
Union.
Billauer talked about his ordeals with paralysis and how· it
has affected his life.
·
Prior to his surfing accident,
Billauer
had
gone through a 11
similar
traumatic
event
that
almost
took his life.
It
happened
while
driving down Pacific Coas,t
Highway ·on his way to Pepperdine University.
He was thrown from the
window of his moving car. This
accident made Billauer reflect
on his dreams . His ultimate
goals in life were to graduate
from college, get married, act in
a major motion film and continue surfing.
Six months later, Billauer's
life would be changed forever.
On March 25, 1996 he was
almost crushed by waves and
thrown into a shallow sandbar

he,a d-first, instantly paralyzing
him.
His family, health professionals and his close relationship with his brother Josh
Billauer pushed him to continue
to fulfill his dreams. Billauer
htrlds a Bachelor's degree in
Communications and still surfs
by laying down on the board on
his stomach.
H i s
perseverance
inspires other
paraplegics to
blaze through
their
adversity.
B i I Iauer has acted in a film called
"Step Into Liquid," and plans to
write a book in the future.
"At some point we are all
going to be disabled whether it
is by disease or old age. We all
need help, so please understand
the importance of giving," Billauer said.
Billauer hopes that people
are inspired by his story and are
inspired to join his organization
or any organization that can inform others of the 'needs and
dreams of disabled people and
people in general.

Students talk with Billauer after his event in the student union theater on his disability (Michelle
VilleraVChronicle).

l'd rather be alive
and paralyzed
than dead•

Billauer surling with some friends after his accident that paralyzed him from the waist down (Courtesy
of www.lat34.com).

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
INLAND EMPIRE

Your Transfer Choice
Chapman University College, one of California's most respected universities for adult learners,
is also your perfect transfer choice. Transfer a minimum of 60 credits with your AA degree.
Chapman accepts UC/CSU fGETC lower division requirement certification. In addition, program
specific articulation agreements help a.~sure that the classes you're raking will transfer to ChaP.man.
With classes starting every 10 weeks, you won't have to wait long to get started on completing
your degree a!ld fulfilling your personal and professional goals.

Undergraduate, graduate , and cerrificate programs in:
General Education, Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice,
Health Administration, Health Services Management, Human Resources, Liberal Studies,
Organizational Leadership, Psychology, Social Science, and Sociology.

Graduate Education degree and credential programs in:

•

San
Bernardino's ·
rich history

Education, Special Education, and Teaching

Not all programs available ac aU locations.

For more information call 866.-CHAPMAN
or visit us online www.chapman.edu/inlandempire
Ontario

Moreno Valley
22620 Goldencrest Dr.
Suite 105

2890 Inland-Empire Blvd.
Suite 110

866-CHAPMAN

866-CHAPMAN

www.chapman.edu/morenovalley

www.chapman.edu/ontario

Chapman University is accredited by ond is a member of the Weslem Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential progroms ore accredited by the California CommiS$ion on Teacher Credentialing.

San Bernardino has a rich history that has shaped the city into
what it is today.
Dr. Larry Burgess is coming
to inform the students on saving
San Bernardino's history.
Burgess' lecture is on the
"Challenges, pitfalls and successes
in saving our local history."
It will be held Wed., May 14,
at 7 p.m. in the John M. Pfau Library.
'
Brugess is a graduate from
the University of Redlands and the
director of Redlands A.K. Smiley
Library and he has held this position since 1986. He has written 5
books on the local history.
"This event is open to everyone. This is the I Oth occurrence
and he will be disusing this area's
history and how we go about saving it," Kathleen Rezendes-Herrick, the library's administrative
support coordinator, said.
In 1910, San Bernardino
began the National Orange show.
The show still continues today and
it holds over 300 events.
It was started to promote the citrus industry which was introduced by
Luther Tibbets. People came from all
over to watch to see the golden fiuit
growing on trees. The entire area soon
became covered in orange groves and
it became a significant part of San
'Bernardino's history.
'In 1940, the first fast food
restaurant McDonald's was started
here. Now the city has a population of around 12,000 and it is the
largest county in California.
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The Weary

Blues
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A night with Langston Hughes

by Langston Hughes

'Ask Your Mama: Twelve Moods of JazzJ

What happens to a dream d,eferred?

By Langston Hughes

Droning a drowsy syncopated
tune,
Elsa Escarcega
Rocking back and forth to a mel~taf!Writ~r
low croon,
I fzeard a Negro play.
ive Jazz rhythms and
Down on Lenox Avenue the other
spoken poetry played
night
together to celebrate
By the pale dull pallor of an old
African-American
poet
gas light
Langston Hughes.
He did a lazy sway .. .
The Cross Cultural Center
He did a lazy sway ... .
~elebrated national poetry day
To the tune o 'those Weary Blues.
by hosting the Langston Hughes
With his ebony hand on each
Project - Ask Your Mama:
ivory key
Twelve Moods for Jazz on April
He made that poor piano moan
10 in the Student Union.
with melody.
"We thought it will be an
·o Blues!
important event because we
Swaying to and fro on his rickety
wanted to do something in celestool
bration of the national poetry
He played that sad raggy tune
month and to celebrate the hislike a musical fool.
tory of a great American poet,"
Sweet Blues!
Mario Garcia, gra'd uate assistant
Coming from a black mans soul.
in the Cross Cultural Center,
0 Blues! .
said.
In a deep song voice with a
The event consisted of a
melancholy tone
multimedia
performance of live
I heard that Negro sing, that old
jazz music with visuals and spopianomoanken artist.
"Ain 't got nobody in all this
Each mood had its' unique
world,
sound and words that made the
A in 't got nobody but rna self
· two hours flow in harmony.
Is gwine' to quit rna frownin '
. The 12 mood pieces, toAnd put rna troubles on the
gether, resemble the Harlem
shelf"
Renaissance and Hughes.' s viThump, thump, thump, went his
sion of the struggles for freedom
·foot on the floor.
in the.early 1960's.
He played a few chords then he
The 12 moods are: Cultural
said some moreExchange,
Ride Red, Ride,
"]got the Wemy Blues
Shades
of
Pigment, Ode To
And I can 't be satisfied.
Dinah,
Blue
In .Stereo, Horn Of
Got the Weary Blues
Plenty,
Gospel
Cha Cha, 1s It
And can't be satisfiedTrue?,
Ask
Your
Mama, Bird In
] a in 't happy no mo'
Orbit, Jazztet Muted and Show
nd I wish that !1wd died."
Fare Please.
And far into the night he crooned
Every mood has unique
that tune.
rhythms
that work together, but
The stars went out and so did the
can
also
be listened separately
moon.
as
a
_
single
piece.
.The singer stopped playing and.;
In
the
mood Gospel Cha
went to bed
\
Cha
the
music
is Caribbean.
While the Weary Blues echo~d
"Presenting
that
~vent on camthrough his head.
pus
created
a
good
learning opHe slept like a rock or a man
portunity,"
Gar.cia
said.
·
thats dead.

The project was created by

Your weekly;
dose of culture

Harlem ·

Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore. And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over-··
like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.

.. ,.,.'

Or does it explode?

••

Dream Boogie :\ ·
by Langston Hughes

.,

.I

Good morning, daddy! ··' l.
Ain't you heard
The boogie-woogie rumble.. ~:
Ofa dream deferred?
Listen closely:
You'll hear their feet
Beating out and beating out ..
0

•

a0

')

-1·

You think
It's a·happy beat?
Listen to it closely:
Ain't you heard
something underneath
like a-

\
' • ,/

I ~

·-

... ' ·
\

What did I say?
• •!

The jazz band played several songs to go along with L~ngston Hughes's poetry (Courtesy ofNick Kendle
from the cross cultural center.
Ronald McCurdy, the chairman
of the Jazz ,Studies Department
and ·Professor of Music in the
Thornton School of Music at the
University of Southern Califoinia, who put music to a poem
that Hughes created for Jazz.
"Poetry is popular on this
campus and we thought it would

be interesting to see a performance of that level,'? Garcia said.
The live performance lasted
about two hours and· the audience. laughed and clapped along
with the band.
A warm atmosphere with
Harlem Renaissance video clips
played simultaneously with

Jazz.
" It was my first experience,
with live Jazz and with Hughes
poetry and I found it awesome
and different. Now I want to listen to more jazz and defiantly
check Hughes work," student
Yahaira Hernandez said. ·

l.

Sure,
I'm happy!
Take it away!
H ey, pop!
Re-bop!
Mop!

Y-e-a-h!
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student bonus cash
EXCLUSIVE

Kevin Manning

t,

0 ·F FER.

Multi-Cultural Editor

Additional savings just for college and trade school
students, recent grads and grad students

A

nc~ee Mi.n will

speak about her experie~ce growing up under
commumst leader Mao Zedong on Apnl 22. .
.

,.,_

.-

.·•.
.....~-

:

...
...._..

Min is an acclaimed novelist who has written memoirs and novels .
about her experience.
She was born in Shanghai and during the Cultural Revolution was
chosen to become the leader of the Little Read Guards- a group of ele-'
mentary school children who supported and believed in Mao's.ideas.
The event will be held in the Student Union from noon to 2 p.m. and
afterwards she will have a book signing.

.4•

...
."r•.
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(Courtesy of Www.fantasticfiction.co.uk).
hve performance of Japanese Americans experience during .
World War II will take place onApril23 . .

.

~-

The show is called "A Divided Community" and will touch on issues
such as civil rights and divisions within the Japanese American community.
The event will be filmed by Japanese directoF Junichi Suzuki and will
be included in hts documentary'ftlm "Toyo's Camera."
Those who attend will have a chance to play part in the film during the
cornrnents and question discussion.
.\

,,

See Web site for $500 student Bonus Cash Official Pfll!lram Rules - www.FordOrtvesU.com/College.
.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER THE FORD DRIVES U: TO THE uREEL" WORLD SWEEPSTAKES. Sweepslakes Is open lo legal residents of the 48 contiguous United States and District of Columbia who are at
least 18 years of aWJ end currently enrolled as a part-time or full-time student at a natiOnally accredited U.S. college or university and p()ssess a valid U.S. driver's license. Sweepstakes commences at 12:00:01 PM on
March 15, 2008 and ends at 11 :59:59 PM on Oecember3t '<2008. Sweepstakes Is sUbject to OHiclal Rules. For complete prize descriptions and approximate retail values or to obtain Official Rules, log onto www.FordOrivesU.com/CGllege.
VOID INALASKAANO HAWAII AND WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW.
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America n.e eds the truth:
Robert Gramer
Staff Writer
he U .S. presiden~ial
race IS narrowmg
_ _ down, but the truth is
up for grabs.
Lately, all three candidates
have been saying things that might
be construed as untrue, skewed or
certainly questionable.
Sen. John McCain, nominee
for the Republican Party and .a retired Navy captain, has been known
for his campaign finance reform
Now, his own campaign is
overspending and topping limits
suggested by the senator.
Sen. Barack Obama, who is
running for the Democratic nomination, had his own trouble saying
that small town people are "bitter"
about hearing "that their economic
situation is going to change and it
doesn't, then, politically, they_end

T

"You want the truth? You cant handle the truth." America deserves
a president that can trust the people with the truth (Courtesy of
www.caglecartoons.com)

up focusing on those things that are
constant, like religion."
Also under fire is Sen. Hillary
Clinton, who misspoke about her
trip to Bosnia .
She implied that she had to
evade sniper fire at a Bosnian
airstrip when visiting in 1996 as the
First Lady, a claim that she later admitted was false.
Along with all this, you have
other issues like Obama's pastor
making controversial statements.
Former President Bill Clinton
has been adding fuel to the fire as
well.
McCain is dealing witb issues
like age and his stance on the economy.
It's. hard to decide which candidate is most forthright.
Which candidate has the integrity we need to be the President
of the United States of America.
That is why I suggest you dig

McCain at www.johnmccain.com,
deep and research each candidate.
It is not only our right but our Obama at www.barackobama.com
obligation to make sure we vote for ·and Clinton· at www.hillaryclinthe right candidate.
ton.com.
Don't get me wrong, I think
Then, browse the major news
the current candidates are some of networks and blogs to get ,addithe best we've had to chose from in tional information.
many elections.
It is time for us to have a presEach one has . his or her ident that tells us the truth.
strength, but each candidate has his
The current administration has
or her own weaknesses as well and been riddled with misinformation,
in order for us to decide which one secret memos- and agendas that
is the best candidate, you have to do seem to hide the truth.
some digging.
America deserves the truth.
The best place to start is regisThe truth of the matter is that
tering to vote. You have to do more no candidate is perfect but we can't
than just hope someone else takes sit idly by and just let world leaders
the responsibility to act for what say and do what they want, which
you believe in.
is what has been happening.
Once you have registered, you
The truth is that we ultimately
should get online and fmd out about decide who is the best candidate for
the candidates.
president, so I write this in the
A good source is each individ- hopes that you search for the truth
ual's website.
and do not lie to yourself as some
You can find out more about seem to.

It's our duty to decide who is tellfng the truth (Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com)

Pregna·n t man~
In 2002, Beatie had his breasts
removed, but decided not to undergo a sex-change operation that
homas Beatie is preg- would change or affect his repronant.
ductive organs.
Beatie was then legally recogHe is over 25 weeks along and nized as male.
The state of Oregon also
is no longer able to hide his growing stomach.
legally recognized his marriage to
When I first heard about the his wife Nancy.
They wanted to start a family,
mysterious male pregnancy I couldn't help but think it was impossible but Nancy could no longer have
children, he told Winfrey.
for a man to become pregnant. ·
The two turned to artificial inI was right. It is still impossible. Beatie was not born male.
semination and used donor sperm.
He is transgendered, and was
Their first attempt resulted in
born as a female named Tracy.
an ectopic pregnancy - meaning
Dictionary.com defines the the fertilized egg embedded itself in
term transgendered as "appearing Beatie's fallopian tube and was reas, wishing to be considered as, or moved.
having undergone surgery to beThe couple decided to try
come a member of the opposite again, this time doing the insemination process on their own at home.
It wasn't until college that
Now that Beatie is more than
Beatie found himself and resolved five months pregnant, there is conhis feelings about his gender.
troversy surrounding the couple.
During this time, things beMany wonder how he can still
came clearer and he identified him- consider himself a man when he ls
selfas being transgendered, he said going through a process of nature
in an interview on the Oprah Win- that is inherently female.
frey show. ·
The unusual nature of Beatie's
Throughout her teenage years pregnancy is certainly though~-pro
Tracy participated in beauty pag- voking. ·
Contemporary society stresses
She was even in a three-year the importance of individuality, but
long relationship with her male are we truly ready to see a man
martial arts instructor.
pregnant?
In her early 20s she began
Increasing gay and lesbian
questioning her gender.
rights advocacy continues to redeTracy found hers~lf attracted to fine gender roles.
women and had her first girlfriend.
Decades ago, it was expected
Eventually, she, began wearing that children be raised in a housemen's clothing.
hold with both a mother and father.
'"When I woke up in the mornToday children are raised by
ing, I felt like a man," Beatie told single parents, or even two mothers
Winfrey. "I'm a masculine person or two fathers.
The Beatie couple may not be
· and I preferred wearing clothes that ·
the norm; but that does not mean
made me feel comfortable."
Beatie began taking testos- they are less deserving of children
terone injections, which deepened than any other.
It is clear that they have
his voice. •
wanted and planned for this baby.
He, began to grow facial hair.
Shortly afterward he met his
All that matters is that their
wife Nancy, who was very support- chV,d be cared for and born into a
ive of Beatie's desire to transition ·loving home.
from female to male.

Lauren Padia
Staff Writer
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Softball fundraiSes for new gear
cue-eating extravaganza.

April 16.

Justin Delos Reyes

Women'~

Staff Writer

A c -

cording to Dunsoftball
head
layers and supporters of the coach, Tacy Dun- "Softball is such an can, 15 percent
of the restausoftball team cleared their can, and her
expensive sport.
rant's earnings
plates and dropped their jaws players partnered
Fundraising helps between 4 p.m.
after a magician dazzled them with · up with RAXX
me give my girls
and 9 p.m. were
Barbecue
&
an array of card tricks.
The unlikely combination of a Brewing Co. in
what they deserve donated to the
team.
for
smoky Southern-style barbecue Riverside
and need" ·
T h e
dinner and table-side magic kept what turned out
to be a money- ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, . , money raised at
stomachs full and happiness afloat
at the softball team's fundraiser on making, card-trick-seeing, barbc- the dinner will be used to help pay

P

SoftbaU hosted a fundraiser Wednesday night.in order to help pay for new gear, along with the expenses
of traveling (Justin Delos Reyes/ Chronicle).

Coyotes' overcome winds
Courtesy of
csusbathletics.com
enior Dane Bagnell fired a
closing round 69 under
windy conditions at Turlock
Country Club Tuesday to help Cal
State San Bernardino to a thirdplace finish in the Buzzini-Cal State
Stanislaus Invitational Golf Tournament. ·
The Coyotes, ranked No. 8 in
the West Region and No. 28 in the
nation, also benefited from the solid
play of sophomores Gene Webster
Jr. and Joe Alldis who joined Bagnell in finishing among the top 11
individuals in the 16-tcam tournament.
CSUSB shot rounds· of 291,
292 and 295 for a 54-hole total of
878. (14 over par) on the par-72,
6,64 1-yard Turlock Country Club
course, fmishing six strokes behind

S

tournament champion Sonoma
State and just one shot back of defending champion and host Cal
State Stanislaus.
Bagnell's round w~s the lowest
of the day and boosted him from a
tie for 31st place after the first 36
holes were played on Monday into
a tie for eighth place with a 54-hole
score of 2 18, two over par.
Webster Jr. , who was tied fo~
fomth after 36 holes with a oneunder-par 143, shot 74 Tuesday to
fmish in a tie for fifth spot at 217,
one over par.
Alldis shot 72 and 71 on Monday to.tie for fourth but slipped to a
76 Tuesday and wound up by himself in 11th spot at 219, three-overpar.
Junior Micah Burke tied for
23rd spot after a closing round of
76 to finish eight-over-par at 224.
Senior Bill Clayton tied for

7 lstat 240.
Jarin Todd of Sonoma State
won medalist honors, finishing
seven shots ahead of the field with
an eight-under par total of 208 including a tournament record 66 in
the first round. The Seawolves,
ranked No.2 in the nation and No.
1 in the West Region, posted an 872
for 54 holes to fmish five shots
ahead of Cal State Stanislaus,
ranked No. 3 in the West Region
and No. 4 in the nation.
The Coyotes' showing could
be a boost for their fortunes in
NCAA tournament play sine~ they
finished ahead of West Region No.
2 Western Washington, No. 4 Chico
State and No. 7 Cal State Monterey
Bay and No. 10 UC San Diego.
CSUSB 's next outing will be
the CCAA conference championship on April 20-22 at Hunter
Ranch Golf Club in Paso Robles.

for the team's equipment and travel
needs in 2009, Duncan said.
Should all of the. freshman,
sophomore, and junior players return next year, 62 percent of the
cunent team will benefit froin the
fundraiser. According to Duncan, it
is important for the softball team to
fundraise throughout tbe year.
"Softball is such an expensive
sport. Fundraising helps me give
IllY girls what they deserve and
need," said Duncan.
Among the items the softball
team needs and would like to have
are new bats, a pitching machine
and more money for trip expenses.
"It'd be nice to be able to give
my girls more than $10 for dinner,"
said Duncan.
The softl~all team is successful
at raising money for themselves because of the effort they put \n to it,
according to the head coach.
"I couldn't fundraise without"
my team," said Duncan.
Players called their relatives
and friends and informed other student athletes about the event. Outfielder Tori Beaudette did her part
by announcing the fundraiser to
nearly 300 students in her Perspec;.
tives on Gender class. This "p ro-active approach to fundraising is not
uncommon for players on the softball team.
When Duncan becomes a fulltime CSUSB employee in the fall,
it will allow her to organize more
fundraisers that will benefit her
team and the community, she said.
Residents of San Bernardino
and its surrounding areas will be
able to participate in a softball
clinic conducted by Duncan and her
players.

•

The members of the women's softball team looks·on as the magician
does
an assortment of card tricks during their dinner
(Justin Delos
I
•
Reyes/ Chronicle).
The clinic will most likely
occur before the start of the 2009
regular season. While the primary
objective of a fundraiser is to make
money, it is not the only reward for
the softball team. The dinner allowed them to relax and see each
other in a setting outside of school
or on the field. Additionally, Duncan and her players were able to
enjoy the company of their family

and friends while expressing their
gratitude.
"Everyone was really supportive and great," said Dunc.an.
RAxX Barbecue & Brewing
Co. is loOfited at3391 Mission Inn
Ave. in Rrverside, CA. Anyone who
Is interested in supporting the softball team may contact Duncan via
e-mail at tduncan@csusb.edu or by
phone at (909) 537-5022.

Wow! Check out that away crowd ...
Too bad our crowd
wasn't like that.

L
·-

I

BUZZINI/CAL STATE STANISLAUS INVITATIONAL

. at the Turlock Country Club
TEAM - 1. Sonoma State - 872; 2. Cal State Stanislaus - 877; 3. COYOTES - 878; 4. Chico State - 888; 5. Notre Dame de Namur - 889; 6. Point
Lorna Nazarene - 892; 7. Cal State Monterey Bay - 893; 8. Western Washington- 896; 9. Cal State East Bay - 898; 10. Cal Baptist - 903; 11 . (tie) Barton
College and Hawaii-Hila - 907; 13. UC San Diego - 916; 14. Holy Names 940; 15. Cal State Dominguez Hills - 943; 16. Northwest Nazarene- 997.
INDIVIDUALS - 1. Jarin Todd (Sonoma St.) 66-72-70 - 208; 2. (tie)
Patrick Bauer (Sonoma St) 71-69:-75 - 215; Jesse Contreras (CS Stanislaus)
72-73-70 - 215; 4. Brandon Brown (Western Washington) 74-71-71 - 216; 5.
(tie) Erick Justesen (<;::S Stanislaus) 69-74-74 - 217; Ricky Stockton (CS Monterey Bay) ·72-71-74 - 217; Gene Webster Jr. , (Cal State San Bernardino) 7271-74 - 217.
COYOTES CARDS - 5. Gene Webster Jr., 72-71-74 - 217; 8. Dane
Bagnell, 74-75-69 - 218;.11. JoeAlldis 72-71 -76 - 219; 23. Micah Burke 7375-76 - 224; 71. Bill Clayton, 78-82-80 - 240.
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Pierce's invite to CBI
Scott Heaton
Staff Writer

Pierce sees the opportunity to be noticed by
scouts and play overseas.
SUSB senior guard Marlon
Pierce received one of 65
invitations to compete in
the second annual Collegiate Basketball Invitational (CBI) in
Wadsworth, Ohio, on April 24-26.
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The CBI is a major national
basketball event that will gather a
group of hand-picked seniors from
all over the country in the NCAA
Division II, NCAA Division III
and the NAIA.
"This is an honor to be
lected for this event," saidj
Pierce.
"These are some of the best
college basketball players in the
country."
Pierce, who recently participated in the NCAA Division II AllStar game at the Naismith
Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield, Massachusetts, was the only
player from the California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA)
conference to be selected.
"I felt good playing in the AllStar game in Massachusetts," said
Pierce. "The high · competition
brings the best out of me."
"I sincerely congratulate the 65
players that have been selected to .
compete in this prestigious event,"
said CBI founder John McCarthy.
"I am very confident that this class
of players will make the public
aware of the high level of talent at
the NCAA Division II, NCAA Division Ill and NAIA Level."
The event will divide the 65
players into eight teams of eight
Each
players.
team will play
a total of

.

Baseball
continues·
their momentum
Priscilla Cooper
Staff Writer

A

s the Coyote baseball team
heads for their final games ·
of the season, their recent
road trips through San Francisco
and Los Angeles have helped them
build some much-needed momentum.
The Coyotes swept a four
game series against the San Francisco State Gators from April 1113.
The first day they faced the
Gators, the team came out with an
11-1 win.
Senior Matt Long made a
tremendous impact for the Coyotes,
scattering six hits over nine innings.
Long struck out 12 batters and
improved his record to 6-5. Long
leads the CCAA in innings pitched
and strikeouts.
The Coyotes continued their
dominant showing in San Francisco
~ith a sweep of a double header on
April12 by scores of 5-4 and 7-4.
Jason Klug hit a two-run
homer during the first inning of
game two.
Center fielder Johnnie Haas
two RBI and two runs

~;Jdd¥4

~cored.

Pierce takes time to practice before the CBI (Priscilla Cooper/
Chronicle).

"des an
opportunity for
Pierce to showcase his talents in
front of national media, professional scouts and agents.
"I'm not nervous, I'm anxious,"
said Pierce. "I want to use this opportUnity to show the scouts that I
can play."
· IfPierce can prove he is able to
compete with some of the best col-

Marlon Pierce takes the time out of his practice to relax and enjoy himself. He will leave for the CBI on
Tuesday (Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle).
lege basketball players in the na"I want to p·lay overseas next cording to Pierce.
tion, he will be asked to play in the year and this is an opportunity for
Pierce came to CSUSB after
final event.
me to showcase my abilities," playing two years at Cuyamaca
The final event will be an All- added Pierce.
Community College, where he was
Star game featuring 20 players from
Pierce, who led the Coyotes to an all-state selection and was conthe original 65. The game will be a 22-8 record, averaged 12.2 points ference player of the year.
broadcast" live on ESPNU. ·
and 3.9 assists per game.
Pierce leaves Tuesday to start
Pierce is not taking this opporLifting weights, shooting a lot practicing with his new team. The
tunity lightly, he is acting as if this and playing pick-up games is how final event will be held Saturday
is a job interview.
he is getting ready for the event, ac- Apri126 on ESPNU.

In the third inning, Mike Minjares added to the 6-0 lead when he
was hit by a pitch, stole second and
scored on Brent Planck's singfe.
Minjares added a single in the
top of the fifth, stole second again
and .scored <?n Haas' RBI single.

'

No divisions, no CCAA, jilst the WWPA
FeShea McLaughlin
Staff Writer

W

omen's water polo has
had a schedule filled
with competition from
the best schools in the nation.
The Coyote's season is winding
down to their last matches of the

season.
As the team approaches their
last tournament, head coach Tom
Finwall reflected on the team's
progress.
"We have had our ups and
downs, but overall we have perfanned very well. We are playing a
tougher schedule than we ever have

in the past. If you look at our record
it looks pretty mediocre, but that is
because we are pll;lying a lot of Division I schools," said Finwall.
The Water polo team is the
only sport that is not part of the
CCAA on campus. This allows the
team to face Di~ision I schools such
as USC, UC Santa Barbara and

~-~~-!'!!"'P--

Senior Ashley Hayes blocks her opponent in order to prevent them from passing to their teammate
(Courtesy of Sarah Schweiger).

Notre Dame. The Coyote women's long run."
water polo is part of an organization
The record for the Coyote's
called the Women 's Water Polo As- was 16-14 going into their last 3
sociation (WWPA). Water polo is games before the WWPA Tournanot part of the CCAA due to lack of ment. Finwall said he seeks to imteams.
prove his record by utilizing the
There are five Division II talent of the team.
teams in the California area com"A lot of it (the record) is based
peting. This leaves water polo one on the amount of talent you have.
team short of being a CCAA com- To be honest, we gef a lot out of the
petitor. Finwall said that not being talent we have here."
part of the CCAA has had its drawFinwall says their record is a
backs and benreflection of
efits.
the competi"The bention
they
"A lot of it (the
efits are that
have faced.
we play in a
record) is based on
When facing
really tough
the amo unt of talent Santa Clara
conference.
University, a
you have."
We are able to
Division I
pay tougher
school, the
competition
Coyote's
all the time bewere able to
cause of our conference schedule." keep up the pressure, losing by only
The drawbacks are not having one goal. The WWPA Tournament
the benefits of organization from begins on April 25. It is the final
being in the CCAA.
tournament for the Coyote's season.
"We do not get some of the Finwall says he is allowing his team
same conference benefits. We don't to rest up for the tournament.
get a CCAA athlete of the week or
· "We train pretty hard. At the
Athlete of ~he year. With a bigger end of the season we rest to get
conference there is more organiza- their energy back. We do a lot of
tion."
mental preparation for games. We
The team has faced some of go through special situations and
the highest-ranking schools in the two minute drills to prepare for
nation. The competition has en- close games."
hanced the team, according to FinFinwall says going into the
wall. He feels that facing Division tournament, CSUSB will probably
One schools is a good test for the be ranked seventh. His goal is to
athletes.
finish in the Top 5. The tournament
"When you have to play will take place at Loyola Marytougher opponents all the time, it mount University beginning on
ends up making you tougher in the April25.

The final game of the series
was a 15-0 slugfest.
Pitcher David Martin strUck
out nine and walked two, allowing
just one hit over six innings.
Planck and Klug had three hits
each in five at bat.
Haas. checked in with a threerun homer and drove in five runs.
Billy Haynes and Minjares
scored three runs each.
Cal State went on to play. a
two-game series at Cal State L.A.
last Thursday and Friday.
The Coy&tes held the lead
early in the ~ighth 5-2, but Cal State
L.A. rallied late in the eighth to tie
the game at 5-5.
By the end of the ninth, the
Coyotes had pulled Max Moya off
the mound and replaced him with
Michael Leal.
Late in the ninth, Leal faced
the Golden Eagles' Kenny- Shanahan with the bases full.
Leal hit Shanahan with a pitch
forcing in the winning run.
In the second game in the series, the Coyotes jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead in the second.
Klug and Haas each hit home
runs to lead the offensive attack.
Leal help close out the game
· by striking the last out in the eighth
and closing up the ninth.
The Coyotes extended their
lead late in the. game to win by a
final score of7-2.
Cal State San Bernardino will
face Cal State San Marcos on April
26 at home at 3 p.m.

l.

